Introduction
To say that purity played a major role in Ancient Egyptian culture is hardly more than a triviality. Nevertheless it must be added that detailed research on what precisely purity in Ancient Egypt means1 has not yet reached the levels already seen for other cultures, particularly in terms of, e.g., Parker's classical study Miasma or the global analytical approach of Mary Douglas in her study Purity and Danger.2 Indeed, it is notable how often dictionary articles are used as the main references, in the absence of substantial, comprehensive surveys.3 The problem is by no means a lack of sources, but evidently the opposite. It almost seems that one is threatened with drowning in the vast sea of relevant texts and images. The present contribution cannot give a complete overview, but I want to highlight at least some elements that are of special importance.
There are many sources, but very few are substantial, normative and explicit at the same time. Basic rules, such as the ones exposed in the Old Testament, especially in the book of Leviticus,4 are difficult to findalthough I will show, in the course of my analysis, that they did exist and that there are indeed still fragments of them preserved. But exploration of these texts is currently in a very preliminary state, so that we are still forced to reconstruct the core system of Ancient Egyptian purity concepts according to the isolated traces that it has left here and there. tion of the transmitted fragmentary text still faces certain difficulties.9 Afterward, we find them when the food offerings are being prepared and served10 and, finally, also as a burning of incense and libation to Re, prior to the reversion of offerings on the altar of the king.11
As another example, we may cite the Ritual of Opening the Mouth, which in the temple sphere is mainly a ritual for the consecration of divine statues.12 There we find purification scenes, both those with water as well as those with incense (scenes 1-7), concentrated at the beginning. In subsequent parts of the ritual, even though there are still numerous incense acts, their purificatory aspect is stressed less. A noticeable use of water for purifications is discernible at one specific point, directly before the great food offering. We have, on the one hand, spell 63A, a purification in the House of the Morning, which in the actual attestations always stands directly before the king's offerings in the court of the sun-god (scene 65C). On the other hand, the purification-focused scenes 67 (purification of the god's offerings with libation and incense) and 69A and B (accomplishing the ordinary glorification, pouring water on the altar) come directly before the great offering list in scene 69C. Similarly, a specific formula for purifying the offering meal is attested in several temples of the GrecoRoman period. 13 Thus a basic structure can be recognized: purification scenes are usually placed at the beginning of a ritual, in order to define the place, persons and objects involved as being pure. Within a ritual, purification plays a particular role where the serving of the food-offering is concemedcasually said, it may be compared to today's fast-food restaurants, where the waiter cleans the table when a new guest arrives. Such daily, routine aspects should not be considered irrelevant.
A peculiar feature of the wording of purity formulae requires explanation. The typical closing phrase of such a spell is the final htp-ci-nsw iw4 w'b.kw "a king's offering; I am pure". The expression "a king's offering" is otherwise quite usual in an offering ritual, but it always introduces material objects, especially food but also cutlery, ointment or clothing. From this feature we can probably conclude that purity has a quasi-material quality
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9 Scenes 10 and 11 (libation and fumigation), in particular, are important. 10 Scenes 24-29 in Tacke, "Opferritual". 11 Scenes 42 and 43 in Tacke, "Opferritual". 12 Otto, Munddffhungsrituai, Quack, "Fragmente". For the question of the scene sequence, see Quack, "Pratext".
13 Goyon, "Formule solennelle". n8 JOACHIM FRIEDRICH QUACK and that the king officially permits the performance and acknowledges the efficacy of purification as well as the giving of food and endowment as royal favors. The question of purity in proximity to the king, which I will discuss below, may also be connected with that point. The typical combination in actual practice is the pouring of water and the fumigation with incense. Alongside that, there is a purification with natron, which of course is normally part of the water pouring, as natron is dissolved in water. These are the usual purification substances, and all others must be classified as unusual. At times we must also take into account that purification with, e.g., lapis lazuli (e.g., Dendara VIII 92, 2) indicates only purification with water poured out of a jar made of this substance.14 As a special case regarding terminology, in particular for purifying substances, it should be noted that the verb sw'b "to purify" is sometimes used in the sense "to decorate" (WB IV, 67, 2-3). Especially noticeable is the postscript to the Book of the Dead, chapters 30B+64 and 140, which are recited over amulets (a scarab and an Udjat-eye, respectively) said to be made of precious stones and literally "purified with gold",15 meaning in concrete terms, as archaeological finds show,16 a setting in gold. In any case, this expression demonstrates that Egyptians classified gold as a substance with purifying power. This should be understood in light of the fact that gold was also considered to be the flesh of the gods.17
Purity as Condition for Access to the Temple
The Egyptian temple is a system with zones of increasingly limited access. This is a matter not only of purity as such but of authorized access only for certain classes of priests. Here the ontological question must be asked: do consecrations linked to a specific higher class of priests imply a possible degree of purity that would not be achievable without these consecrations, that is, simply by keeping purification regulations as such?
The access rules are laid out most clearly in the Book of the Temple;18 therefore, I would like to present the most important passages from it. The architectural section, which gives a description of the temple from the inner-to the outermost parts, is especially relevant. The first of the relevant entries is unfortunately in a badly preserved description of the interior part of the temple building, perhaps in a section where the sanctuary and then the central halls were first mentioned. There, it is said: *[No] man [enters] them, apart from the prophets [of this] house(?)". The next note is much better preserved. fn it, the pronaos is defined as the last of the interior rooms, where space is also provided for the gatekeepers. Here we are told: "Now the whole temple is marked off with buildings in its square. No person is admitted into it, apart from those who serve as high-ranking priests for the gods' rituals".
Beyond the rules for priests, the building section of the Book of the Temple also gives information on buildings in the open outer court, which is marked off by a pylon; here we find, among other structures, "The 'house of the morning', in order to perform the purification of pharaoh in [it] when he enters the temple". The next court, located further outside, is called the "court of the assembly", which, of course, implies more general access. Nevertheless it should be noted that "assembly" (ms') can also be the name of a group performing the common cultic practice, suggesting that perhaps only men with institutional affiliation with the temple are envisaged. Here as well it is said, "A room is in it in order to perform the purifying of the king when he enters the temple". The third court is defined as the location of a certain group, unfortunately lost in a break but obviously not included in the word "assembly". Either women or non-priest inhabitants of the city are possibilities.
Special strict regulations for access are stipulated for the Osirian part of the temple. Only a few ritual specialists had access here; if someone unauthorized was caught, he would be treated as someone who had blasphemed the king, namely, he would be executed and placed on the fire altar. We can debate whether the decisive matter is just purity or whether there are other factors at play. Osiris is the endangered god, and there is also a high risk of abuse with regard to the figurines deposited in Osirian areas, which have considerable power as they are a god's substance.
The most substantial currently published source concerning rules of purity and access to temples is an inscription in the temple of Esna. There, a long digression on the question of who has access under which conditions and where is intercalated into a description of the sequence of a temple ritual.
Everybody, moreover, has to be pure from a woman in a purification (period) of one day, they shall purify them and moisten their clothes. Do not let anybody enter who suffers from god's anger or leprosy! Their position is in the surroundings of the temple. One should open the jar of this... to the left and the right of the dromos by everybody who is pure from a woman in a purification (period) of nine days. Whoever opens the jar within the (perimeter of) the water which is around his temple, they shall sit to the right and to the left, whereas it is not allowed that they lie down.
Performing of jubilation cries (?) in its interior by everybody. No person shall enter with the fur of a sheep around him. No craftsperson shall enter into it. The position of the city-dwellers is the wall of the temple, they should not enter onto the quay. Performing the offering on the altar of this honorable god by the prophets, the priests and all service staff of the temple. Whoever wears a hairstyle of grief does not enter into this temple! Shaving, nail clipping and combing is what (justifies) entering into it. All fine linen as a dress is what (justifies) entering into it. Natron water is what (justifies) settling down in it. As for all having allowance to enter it, they should be pure from a woman in a purification (period) of nine days and should not have eaten any taboo in a purification (period) of four days. As for anybody wishing to enter the temple or who has to do some work there, he shall have shaved his limbs and clipped his nails, and let him pray to the god at the dromos in the position of the city-dwellers while the service staff of the temple stands beside him and says: 'Be pure from a woman in a purification (period) of nine days and of each taboo in a purification (period) of four days'. If he acts this way, he can enter the temple at the door which is at the side of the pylon tower, after purifying himself as well as his clothes in the lake. Do not let any Asiatic/shepherd enter the temple, be he a small or a large one! Do not let any woman get close to all his surrounding within an area of 200 arourae. An island is at each side, so that you will not overstep it for 15 measure cords (of one hundred cubits) in the south and the north, 15 in the west and east. Their position is the causeway, it should not be overstepped to the north to the Golden one of Ai, to the south, west and east to the marsh of Khenit. Be careful about it! Beware of it! The king is in his good state, the whole country is free from calamity. Who is insistent in that will have worth; woe betide the one who commits an outrage against this! (Esna 197, (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) The varying terms of abstinence and of purification from different pollutions find a remarkable echo in a Greek inscription ffom Megalopolis in which such criteria are defined, in that case for access to the temple of Isis and of Serapis.20 In a hieroglyphic inscription from Philae, at the door of the northeast corner of the court between the first and second pylons, regulations for access are expressed as an address to the doorkeepers. The announcement states, among other things, what kind of plants and animals a person is not allowed to eat if he wishes to be able to enter the temple.21 0 door keepers who are in this temple, Powerful ones of the throne who are in their monthly service, Those offices which will be in the hafl, Carrying out their duties without ceasing, They are those who will be pure in the days, Who will eat from the pure place of preparing foodstuff! Those are the taboos, which you should not eat, Which are not allowed to come near to the inner part of the temple: 'f, ciis, bii, m;(t), kt.t, ht-ts, red onions, ink, ns, gmi, Donkeys, dogs, 'm;', In any case, an image of the king who solemnly says "everything that enters the temple should be pure, pure" is an often-attested element of temple decoration, precisely in the areas of entry and passageways.
PURITY FOR THE PRIEST
If, as mentioned above, purity plays a major role in the cult of the gods, it is obvious that the priest would be subject to certain purification rules.23 Indeed this can plainly be shown by the fact that the normal word for priest, namely w'b, is a derivation of the root w'b "to be pure"; it is, by the way, still used as oyhhb for designating Christian priests in the Coptic language.
The purification rules for priests are best documented in instances when they were not kept. In the so-called Elephantine scandal, a denunciation dating to the 20th dynasty against a priest who is accused of several offenses, it is also written:
Indictment that he walked into the cella of the fortress while it was (only) sbc days of drinking of natron which he had done, and the scribe of the treasury Montherchepsch imposed an oath upon this prophet of Chnum with the words 'I won't let him enter to this god until he completes his days of drinking natron', and he did not listen to him and entered to the god while he still had (to complete) four days of drinking natron. (RAD 75, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) This shows the obligation of drinking natron for ten days in order to have access to the god's statue in a state of cultic purity.
The ostracon Narmouthis 109, from the later Roman period, also mentions a priest who was still in a state of incomplete purification when a certain document was brought; he did not become pure until the next day.24 Unfortunately the exact duration of the period of purification cannot be determined, but a fixed term is nevertheless certain.
In principle, certain Roman-period hieratic papyrus fragments in which a handbook with rules for temple services is preserved would be of major relevance. This text, which is not the Book of the Temple itself but which bears some similarity to it, is transmitted in P. Carlsberg 386 + P. Berlin 14938, and possibly also in Greek translation in P. Washington University + P. Oslo 2 vs.25 It is a collection of laws and regulations relevant for the temple and some priestly groups, in which elaborate norms are frxed for the priests, especially those of high rank. Only certain clothing is allowed for access into a temple, as are only certain kinds of food for the prophet. As soon as it becomes possible to sort the fragments into more complete sections, substantial progress in understanding Egyptian cultic purity can be expected from them.
Much better known among researchers are hieroglyphic temple-access texts 26 They appear quite typically in passageway settings, i.e., mostly as inscriptions on doorjambs, where they indicate the rules governing passage into an area of more restricted access, for example, an important route to the offering altar. Different stylizations are attested, such as admonitory speeches concerning what the entering priests had to avoid. In addition to the interdiction of impurity, different kinds of moral misconduct are also highlighted. Such forms are known, e.g., from the temples of Edfu and Kom Ombo: Another stylization is that the officiant-on an ideal level the king in this role-explains to the doorkeepers-on an ideal level the gods in this role-that he did not do certain condemnable things. 33 This paragraph is only attested in Edfu. 34 Alliot, Culte d'Horus, [184] [185] [186] Fairman, "Worship", 201; Gutbub, Textes fondamentaux, Kurth, Treffpunkt der Cotter, 35 So the orthography of the inscription; the phraseology would be more in favor of "who hit with his scepter".
36 In my opinion, against the translation by Alliot, only participles, not imperatives, can be read here. The fact that Egyptian priests underwent a purification with water in connection with access to the sanctuary is well documented in temple reliefs, e.g., at the bark sanctuary ("Chapelle Rouge") of Hatschepsut from the 18th dynasty.43
The neo-platonic philosopher Porphyrios has transmitted a long excerpt from the treatise of the Egyptian priest Chairemon in his book about abstinence from camal food, in which the ideal and ascetic life of the Egyptian priests is described (De abstinentia IV 6-S).44 With regard to the food, for example, some of the priests would abstain from any kind of food deriving from a living creature, and all of them abstained from animals with cloven hoof, from meat-eating birds, and from a large number of special cases, such as female cows.
At this point it is relevant to pinpoint more precisely the chronological development. The typical pictures of shaven-headed priests appear only in the course of the New Kingdom; for example, at the sanctuary of Hatschepsut they are still shown with wigs. In contrast, from the Ramesside Period onward, depictions of priests with hairless heads become common. This could be a sign that purity restrictions had become stricter at this time, or at least that more value was attached to demonstrating them visibly to the outside. Still, it should be noted that there are already occasional depictions of people with shaven heads in the Late Middle Kingdom, even though their titles do not clearly link them to priesthood 45 By far the 42 Edited by Alliot, Culte d' Horus, Chapelle Rouge, 212 (lefit) and 216. 44 Horst, Chaeremon, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Patillon, Segonds and Brisson, Porphyre, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 45 See e.g. Habachi, Heqaib, (a warden of the chamber and a retainer); Wildung, Agypten 2000 v. Chr., 137 and 152 (a vizier and a beer brewer). most explicit ones among the textual sources are very late texts, mostly from the Graeco-Roman period.
PURITY FOR THE KlNG AND THE PALACE
The above-mentioned places for the purification of the king in the temple lead us to the next complex. The person of the king was strongly connected to purity concerns in Egypt.46 Indeed, there exists a detailed royal ritual focused on purification rites. In full form it is transmitted in at least four different papyri, of which only one is published.47 All of these manuscripts date to Roman times, when in Egypt itself there was no longer a pharaoh who could have used them, raising the question of the extent to which they were really used, perhaps adapted for priests. More substantial sections, obviously from the same ritual, are already to be found in some scenes of temples in Ptolemaic times, especially in Edfu 48 A single scene already has a parallel in a spell that has been incorporated into a relatively unusual Book of the Dead in the New Kingdom (P. Busca).49 Another has nearly verbatim parallels in a royal ritual conveyed in a papyrus from approximately the 26th dynasty (or at most the 27th dynasty), as well as a shortened and adapted version for a goddess in a scene of the temple of Dendera (Dendara IV 249, (16) (17) .50 Although I am not able to treat the history of the tradition in all its complexity, I would like to suggest that this is presumably a substantial and long-standing ritual. Indeed, this text could easily be the longest and most explicit text of all concerning purification and its attainment in a ritual in Egypt. Therefore it should be presented in as full a form as possible: Ninth spell (parallel in P.Busca and for a part also in the "gold amulet" text) Another spell for purification A papyrus amulet of ore of the goddess is for pharaoh, Abolished is [all evil] from his head (?). The eye of Horus rests in its place, Secured for pharaoh as protection of his head.
[Pharaoh did come] from the grove, He has swallowed its fruits. He has received his head, he has united his bones, He has washed himself; abolished is what (evil) was adhering to him. His purity is the one of Min from Coptos, As he counted his eyes as double feather, And his voice was justified through it. His purity is the purity of a little calf at its milk, The day its mother gave birth to it His purity is the purity of the way-opener, As he let his eyes move up to his face, (?) as uraei, And he set them on his head as Isdes. Thot purifies the head of the pharaoh, his mouth with water jars, He has secured it with jars of water, He has purified it with gushing water, He has perfumed him with incense coming from Punt. Pharaoh follows Horus so that he lives, He follows Atum and endures. Horus has protected him, Atum has ascertained him, Geb has abolished all evil from him, Horus has abolished from him all evil adhering to him (?). ["Osiris who satisfies Re] with his truth" is the name of the one, He is pure, purified on his portico(?). "Tatenen" is the name of the next one, He is pure, purified on his elevation.
["The light in] its [perfection"] is the name of the next one, He is pure, purified on his hill. "He has taken hold of himself "55 is the name of the next, He is pure, purified on his shore.
Pharaoh now is "Osiris who satisfies Re with his truth", He is pure, purified on his portico(?). Pharaoh now is "Tatenen", He is pure, purified on his elevation. Pharaoh now is "The light in its perfection",56 He is pure, purified on his hill. Pharaoh now is "He has taken hold of himself", He is pure, purified on his shore. Pharaoh has crossed the things(?) in the primeval ocean, He has purified himself in the primeval ocean. Water is on pharaoh, No dead man's spirit(?) can encroach on him,57 51 Compare Quack, Merikare, 89, for the meaning. Schott's mistaken translation "Death has no power over him" has led to the assumption that this is an ontological statement that death developed after creation and therefore had no power over the primeval water and the people in it; this reading has unfortunately also been received in Homung, Eine und die Vielen, 170 note 119; Assmann, Totenliturgien, 544. 
Twelfth(?) spell
Nephthys, come and purify pharaoh from all vermin he has killed, be it that he knew it or not, of which a god hated that he killed them! Relinquished is all evil that was adhering to him by magic! As Re-Harachte was pure with this water which came from Heliopolis at the east side-repelled is all evil from pharaoh. As Horus the little child was pure in his nest in Chemmis when he arose [...] and killed his enemies.
As those four goddesses were pure, Neith, Selkis, Isis, Nephthys, as they purified themselves [...] who originated from Atum. As the winepress god was pure in Edfu when he purified himself from the hind-part of the red fish-repelled is all evil from pharaoh. As Horus the oldest was pure, the begetting bull who grasped Isis(?)58 [...] of the sea. As the Apis-bull in the Serapeum was pure when he purified himself in the field of rushes when he had received [...] chapel of the crooked one in Akhmim. As the eyeless one in Letopolis was pure after he had chopped off the heads, blindly [...] of his mother, and she closed his eyes. As Horus was pure in Pe and Mesen when he wiped off...after he had chopped off the heads [__ ] of his enemy. As the wild bull was pure in Buto-repelled is all evil from him, repelled is all evil from the pharaoh. As Horus the leader of subjects was pure at that very day when for him these four hands have been made, fallen into the water. And Re pronounced that he was pure by them on the shore of Netjeretrepelled is all evil from him, repelled is all evil from the pharaoh. As Seth was pure in Tachbeti when he moved out of Tachbeti and came down to Nedit-repelled is all evil, equally. As Horus the child was pure when he gave orders to the gods-repelled is all evil, equally. As Horus-Min in Coptos was pure on top of his plantation when he was given his eyes as double feather and was justified, and his face should not lack them-repelled is all evil from him, repelled is all evil from the pharaoh. As Horus-Min was pure in Coptos when his eyes were given to him, his right and his left one, and they were fixed on his head, and his face should not lack them-repelled is all evil from him, repelled is all evil from the pharaoh. As the way-opener was pure when he united his eyes at his head as uraeusrepelled is all evil, equally.
Thot, come that you fix for pharaoh his head With this water which has come forth from Elephantine, Which removes grime(?) which the lips have devised, Which the one who beats with magic attests against him.
Pure is Horus, pure is Seth, Pure is Thot, pure is Dun-Awi, Pure are these four gods who have come forth around the lake of life. Pure is pharaoh, repelled is all evil from him through magic [...] against him, he cut off [...] 58 If the reading is correct, this could allude to a myth according to which Horus violated and raped his mother; see Meeks, Mythes, 269-70. The purification of the king is a well-known motif in Egypt. Strangely, though, one of the most ancient known attestations of the motif comes ffom an "indirect tradition", namely a Middle Syrian cylinder seal (today in Brussels);61 in some other seals and impressions, the details of the motif become increasingly less Egyptian in style and iconography. In Egypt itself, there are a few fragmentary cases from the Old and Middle Kingdoms; the earliest known complete attestation, by contrast, is a pectoral from the beginning of the 18th dynasty.62 Afterward, from the New Kingdom until the Greco-Roman period, the motif of the king being purified by two or four gods is quite well attested.63 The stylization of the scene is notable: The water streaming out of the jars of the gods is constituted in most cases by hieroglyphic signs in the shape of "life" (''nh) and "dominion" (w*s). The positive effects that the purification should produce are made quite obvious thereby. The specific location of this scene is the area 59 thn is visible. 80 The reading htift is not secure. 81 Teissier, Egyptian Iconography, 48 no. 4 and 50; Eder, Agyptische Motive, 74-78-82 Kairo Catalogue General 52004; see Graefe, "Sonnenaufgang", 63 no. 37. 83 Gardiner, "Baptism"; Assmann and Kucharek, "Wasserriten", 54-64-of entry into the temple, thus they are mostly engraved in the outer passageways of a temple.
The royal ritual has links to the ideal of the sun god, in which, according to the Egyptian conception, the morning purification precedes the sunrise. This can be seen very well in the section of the victory stelae of Piye in which he undertakes a kind of "pilgrimage" to Heliopolis. There, the text speaks of "Washing of his face with the river (water) of Nun with which Re washes his face".64
The best evidence for the Egyptian king's palace as a location with access restricted according to purity is, paradoxically, a case that concems not an original Egyptian king but a foreigner, namely the Nubian king Piye. On the large stela that he erected in memory of his victorious fights in Egypt is a report of how subject local Lower Egyptian potentates wanted to attend to the new mler. Among them, only one is admitted, while the others have to wait outside. It is said:
Now these kings and leaders of Lower Egypt who came to see the perfection of his majesty, their position was like that of women,65 they could not enter the king's palace, because they were 'm'and had eaten fish. This is the taboo of the king's house. However, king Namelt entered the king's palace because he was pure and had not eaten fish. (Piye-Stela, 1.150-151)66
The exact interpretation of this part is somewhat troublesome, as the lexical meaning of 'm' is problematic. For quite a long time it has been understood as "uncircumcised", but there is no substantial evidence for this. It should rather be understood as a kind of sexual activity. With the combination of sexual and food taboos, the rules correspond especially to the performance instmctions in the Book of the Dead and to core issues of purity in later magical texts. 65 So far this passage has always been translated as "their legs were (like) legs of women", which would be singular and hardly understandable in context. In reality, we have here the demotic rt "position" (compare Copt. ptrre "way, kind"). The parallel sentence "they were not allowed to enter the palace" also pleads in favor of the new interpretation developed here. That women had generally less access authorization than men is clearly attested by the Book of the Temple.
66 Grimal, Stele triomphale, 176-77, and 178 note 529. See the special study by GalpazFeller, " 'Clean' and 'Unclean'", who unfortunately takes the meaning "uncircumcised" for granted and therefore does not discuss its justification; see the short notes in Gozzoli, Writing ofHistory, 56-57 with note 26, who underlines the parallel of the king's palace and the temple of the god with regard to accessibility.
There were likely specific ceremonies for the purification of the king around the tum of the year. A text transmitted in hieroglyphic inscriptions in the Ptolemaic temples in Philae, Assuan and Dendara might also belong to this context.67
The king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the two countries, Userkare beloved of Amun adores his mother; speaking words: "Hail to you, Isis, great of magic, Eldest in the womb of her mother Nut, Effective in heaven with Re! Praise to you in the day-barque, Jubilation to you in the night-barque, You who gave birth to all the gods! The son of Re Ptolemaios has come to you, Lady of Life, On this beautiful day in which you have appeared, That he ties on for you your head, That he fastens for you your neck. Userkare beloved by Amun is your son Horus. Your Ka is in peace, Lady of Life, On this beautiful day in which you have appeared, You whom the gods have pacified after the rage, You of whom Re desires that you are within his barque While repelling Apopis with the magic powers of your mouth. Behold, Ptolemaios has come to you, That he adores your perfection. May you release him from all his damnations in the previous year, His damnation of this year is removed-his back is towards it. He has given offerings on account of them. His countenance is towards you, mistress, While you have come anew. He has not done any malefaction of his town god, He has not committed any sin (isf.t), It shall not be counted against him in the council of the scribe of the two countries,68 Who assesses besmirchment in the course of the year, Who transmits the offering cattle to the slaughtering block. He is safe and sound from this year, The retainers protect him. In peace, in peace, good (new) year! May he take hold of the offerings! Your Ka shall be over him in life!" 67 Zabkar, Hymns to Isis, [66] [67] pl. XVI right; in Philae Coppens, Wabet, review of L V. 2abkar, Hymns to Isis, [92] [93] 68 That is, Thot.
Here the text speaks of the relief from "damnations" (sdb.w); this word, whose usual translation is provisional, belongs to the category of things that need to be removed most frequently in purification rituals, besides "impurity" or "infection" (cb.w).
PURIFICATION RlTUALS FOR MEMBERS OF THE ELITE
There are a number of rituals, which have received only scant attention in prior research, that primarily concern the protection and purification of Egyptians, presumably members of the elite. I have placed these rituals in the framework of antagonistic tensions at the Egyptian court, which are rarely spoken of explicitly.69 An interesting example in a papyrus of the Ramesside period is as follows:
A beautiful day! Your mouth is opened; All your enemies among the dead and the living are quelled. I would stress here that questions of purification are also touched upon, with the result that the effectuation of private purity, in which gods are utilized, goes hand in hand with overcoming opponents and rivals. The purification substances used in this case are notable, since milk, which is first used to wash gemstones, and grain dust have replaced the more normal substances, water and incense. A similar combination is transmitted in a ritual spell for purification that forms a scene of the Ritual for Opening the Mouth on the one hand, and on the other hand is already attested in an isolated instance in the early Middle Kingdom in a cosmetic scene, in a tomb.72
Hail to NN, may your purification be made in the room of homage of the king, While you live, being renewed and rejuvenated as Re day by day! Thot, the master of the gods' words, has praised, to justify your voice, To throw down your enemies-they shall not exist! One lexical point might be of importance in this connection. Within the Egyptian language, especially in earlier phases, the word w'b "to be pure" also has the special legal meaning "to be free of claims".73 The purification rituals studied here could thus also concem, at least partly, the situation of legal conflicts.
PURITY FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE
Before emphasizing that purity was eminently important for "the Ancient Egyptians", we should consider whether it holds true so simply and comprehensively. Purity in the domains we have explored hitherto is clearly a concem for the elites, not for the population at large. The purity mles in place for entering a temple were not continuously enforced in daily life and for obvious reasons could not have been. This is especially clear with regard to the sexual taboo, which would have led, with perpetual use, to the extinction of the Egyptian population within one or two generations. Likewise, in the case of food taboos it is clear that the fish, pigs and small livestock mentioned explicitly in the relevant texts were actually eaten in Ancient Egypt74-only a few members of the elite could have covered their daily protein needs through cattle, geese and desert game. We can even prove positively that fish was a regularly delivered food item in the workman's village of Deir el-Medineh75-and this for a group whose official occupation was to hew out and to decorate the royal tomb.
That purity by itself was not expected of the general population is shown by the regulations in Esna, which imposed special purity periods on the laypersons who either wanted to pray in the temple or had to work there as craftsmen.
However, the fact that the potential low purity of certain professionals was regarded not as neutral but, at least within the scribal elite, as negative is shown in a series of compositions in which the advantages of the scribal profession, as compared to all other professions, are listed. As a distinctive focus of the professions concerned, it is consistently stressed that those professions are dirty.76
A further important question concems behavior towards foreigners. At least for the Late Period, there is evidence for a demarcation via purity conceptions. However, there are relatively few sources for this phenomenon in the Egyptian language. Although there are a few texts forbidding access to the temple for certain persons,77 it must be noted that these mostly concem not the whole temple complex but only certain areas, such as the crypts, to which only a few Egyptian priests had access. In addition, the original ethnic names 'im and s?s became, in the vernacular of the Late Period, professional names for herdsmen of cattle and sheep. In any case, there is concrete evidence that foreigners could become priests in an Egyptian temple.78
Furthermore, the biblical story of Joseph stresses that the Egyptians would not eat ffom the same table as the Hebrews (Gen 43:32)79 Other than this, the main external source is certainly Herodotus. He indicates that the Egyptians were very much concerned with purity, even cleaning the bronze beaker on a daily basis, wearing freshly washed linen garments, practicing circumcision for purity, and requiring that the priest shave his whole body daily and wear only a linen garment and sandals made of papyms, in addition to washing twice a day and twice a night with cold water. They were not allowed to eat fish and beans (2.37). In addition, we also leam that they did not slaughter cows but only male cattle, and for this reason did not kiss any Greeks and would not use any Greek 79 See also Moers, "Speise der Asiaten", who tries to establish examples for the earlier existence of food taboos. However, they fail to convince: the stela of Piye is only concemed with purity rules for the royal palace as a place of specific purity, the letter of Mena concems rather the act of establishing blood-brotherhood, and the prophecy of Neferti is not about food taboos but about suffering from requisitions by plundering Asiatics; in the annals of Amenemhet the modal interpretation by Moers (that the Egyptians had to eat Asiatic food) is not bome out by the Egyptian text. kitchenware (2.41). Another point in Herodotus indicative of differences in purity concepts between the two ethnicities is the treatment of the head of the sacrificial animal. At an Egyptian offering, many maledictions would be spoken over it and afterward, if there were any Greek traders nearby, it would be sold to them; otherwise it would be thrown into the river. All in all, the classification of Egyptians in contrast to other peoples where purity rules are concemed is not very explicit.
A peculiar trait, even if only marginally connected to the topic of purity, is inner-Egyptian differentiation. Many regionally defined taboos are valid only for inhabitants of a certain nome.80 Regionally differentiated mles concerning which animals could or could not be eaten even had a real impact on delimitations and sometimes led to bloody inner-Egyptian conflicts.81 These differentiations within Egypt seem rather deeper-ranging than those against foreigners as such.
A special point concerns the question of purity mles for menstruating women82 and for women after birth. The Egyptian word for "menstmation", hsmn, is linked etymologically with the term for "purification". It is often assumed that women restricted themselves to certain rooms during menstmation. However, it is not easy to adduce clear evidence for this. The most pertinent cases seem to be certain demotic contracts in which the seller indicates to the buyer that his women could use a certain room during menstmation, or in cases with a woman as buyer, giving her this option directly.83 Similar cases also exist in some Greek documents.84 However, in actuality these texts stipulate only that the women could stay in those rooms during menstmation, not that they had to or that they were otherwise tainted with strong taboos. Moreover, the number of papyri in which such indications are mentioned is quite limited in comparison to the total number of demotic real estate documents preserved. The taboo of menstmating women, although it appears as a specific regional phenomenon in some nomes, is thus obviously not a comprehensive phenomenon. The chief witness regarding the question of purification after childbirth-or rather, the only substantial source-is P. Westcar. There, it is recounted that Ruddjedet, after she has borne three future kings, undergoes a purification period of 14 days (P. Westcar u, 18-19) before she again takes up her house-keeping activities.86
Pointing to the phenomenon of the so called birth-houses in Egyptian temples, scholars have often thought that birth, and maybe even the whole pregnancy, happened in a special building outside the normal house.87 The theory of the so called "childbed arbor", which had been postulated as a specific place for the birth phase on the basis of picture ostraca of the New Kingdom, was attached to this.88 I regard this assumption with some skepticism.89 The P. Westcar itself relates that the gods, when they intend to help Ruddjedet give birth, come to the house of Ra-user, her husband (P. Westcar 10,1-2). Nothing is written about a special building for the future mother. The pictures of the New Kingdom show, at most, some structure, but it cannot be demonstrated that it concerns a special childbed arbor outside the normal house, rather than simply an airy construction on the roof of the house that is preferred as a sleeping place during the summer heat.90
PURITY GUIDELINES FOR A TOMB
Having eaten food by which a glorified being is disgusted and having had sexual intercourse with women before entering a tomb appear in an inscription of the Old Kingdom as reasons for a complaint being lodged in ffont of the gods' court.91 This case is formulated in uncommon detail.
86 Brunner-Traut, "Wochenlaube", 23, suggests a separation of the woman in childbed fforn the household because Ruddjedet inquires about the condition of the household. I would agree only so far as Ruddjedet did not look after anything in those 14 days and obviously had stayed in her room. There is no specific commentary on this in Lepper, Untersuchungen. 87 So firstly Chassinat, "Deux tableaux". 88 Brunner-Traut, "Wochenlaube"; see Vandier d'Abbadie, "Deux ostraca", 21-29. 89 Also doubted by Daumas, Mammisis, [74] [75] "Wochenlaube", 20 , admits that this arbor could have been on the roof or even have been the usual sleeping place. As crucial evidence for the spatial separation, she adduces modem ethnographic features (which are of doubtful value because they attest to the woman giving birth in the house of her parents, not the use of a separated arbor) as well as the birth-houses in the temples.
91 Silverman, "Threat-Formula", 10-11. The logical next step after the tomb is the purity of the corpse itself. There are several good indications that purification in the context of mummification was of some importance. Wall reliefs in tombs of the Old Kingdom already show the so-called purification tent.93 Purification scenes are also provided abundantly in connection with the funeral scenes, especially in front of the tomb.94
However, it must be noted that certain mourning customs do actually breach the rules of normal purity. The most glaring case concerns the hairstyle. Whereas under normal purity regulations a completely shaved head is desired,95 one lets one's hair grow long during the mourning period.96
Indeed, the end of that term is actually understood as a time of purification. This is most evident in the decree of Canopus (238 bce). There (line 26 and 29 of the hieroglyphic text), Egyptian sw'b snm.t "to purify the mourning hairstyle" corresponds to Greek tou nsvdouc; cmdXucrig "to dissolve grief ".97 The final scene in the Book of the Death of Gatseschni from the 21st dynasty seems to me instructive in this regard. At the very end of the scroll is a purification scene, which is performed for the (female) owner. The usual colophon appears, but we also have the note, "The evil shall be to the earth as a mouming hairstyle".98 Thus we can see that the mouming period required abstention from the usual condition of purity as a sign of personal pain and sympathy, accepting impurity as a mortification. This in turn provides an opportunity to end the mourning period with a final purification and to reenter the usual state of purity.
92 See e.g. Edel, "Phraseologie", [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Morschauser, Reinigungszelt; Vos, Apis Ritual, Dekret von Kanopus, and an additional version in Tietze, Lange and Hallof, "Neues Exemplar". 98 For the translation, see Quack, "Kolophon"; see also Lucarelii, "Colophon", whose analysis, however, cannot be correct as the orthographies assumed by her for 'rk, m-si and mwt are all excluded in a hieratic text of this time; her reasoning against my analysis that the word would be separated at the end of the line (p. 127) is flawed, as in hieratic texts of the 2ist/22nd dynasty, breaking of words at the end of the line is quite normal.
Shorter notes about mandatory purity can be found in abundance in the performance instructions in the postscripts of the Book of Death spells. Certain animal species, e.g. fish or small flock animals, are frequently proscribed, and abstinence from sexual intercourse is required."
However, this raises the question of how these texts are to be factually evaluated. Who should follow these purity rules and at what time? First of course we might think, in line with standard Egyptological reflexes, of the owner of the Book of the Death as a dead person. Soberly considered, however, such an approach is quite illogical. If this person were to conduct the ritual in the afterworld immediately after his death, he would have major problems with real purity, as he can hardly be expected to have observed "on spec" the many rules that are not permanently maintained, such as sexual abstinence. In contrast, if one thinks of a performance at the end of the embalming process, at the point of sepulture when the dead "arrives" in the afterworld, the specific postulation of purity rules would be absolutely unnecessary, as it can be assumed that the dead has neither eaten anything impure for 70 days nor had sexual intercourse; he would thus be long beyond all attested terms of purification.
Such rules are only reasonable for a real, living ritualist who performs the actions himself and thus can deliberately plan to fulfill the purity requirements. However, under these circumstances, further serious questions arise concerning the identity of the first-person speaker of the formulae.99 100 The Books of the Death usually introduce the first-person speaker with the phrase "speaking words by NN", where NN is the owner of the Book of Death, thus actually the deceased. How does this fit? I see two options, which, however, both result in a performance by living people at least in the original state of using the text.101 The first option is a text that was not originally at home in the funerary sphere but rather had another usage, primarily in the temple cult. In this case the formulation in the first person is in accordance with acting instructions for the ritualist. The other solution is that the texts were actually used in a funeral context but that the speaker originally was not the dead but a still-living ritualist, who, for the benefit of the dead, performed a ritual. These texts would then have come "in a package" into the literature provided for the dead.
Texts in the first person that do not feature the name of a specific individual as the beneficiary are especially important for the proper solution of this question. In particular, I think of cases like the papyri Gardiner 1-4, which both date very early (end of the Old Kingdom or First Intermediate Period) and use an anonymous first-person voice exclusively, thus indicating usage by a ritualist, but never mentioning a proper name.
Concerning purity instructions, I will illustrate these points with specific examples. As a first case I would point to BD 105.
Spell for satisfying the Ka, speaking words by NN: "Hail to you, my Ka, my lifetime! Behold, I have come to you, Being effective, appearing, ensouled, Being powerful, being healthy. I have brought natron and incense to you, That I purify you with it, That I purify your sweat with it. This bad utterance that I have said, This evil impurity that I have committed, It shall not be set against me(?), Because mine is this green papyrus amulet, Which is at the neck of Re, Which was given to those102 who are in the horizon. If they prosper, I prosper! My Ka prospers like them, My Ka is fed like them. The one who carries the scale, with noble truth103 At the nose of Re on that day! You shall not carry me off(?),104 Because I have an eye which sees, an ear which hears! I am no slaughtering cattle, They shall not make me into offerings For the chiefs-variant: chiefs and Nut! May you let me pass you! I am pure, justified is Osiris against his enemies!" Hitherto, this text has been understood by Egyptologists as a relatively conventional speech of a dead person with the aim of rebirth.105 As a matter of fact, though, its focus is quite different. The aim is, on the one hand, to purify the Ka addressed as a recipient of the ritual; on the other hand, the individual emphasizes his own purity, or, more precisely, asks that his faults not be counted against him. With this, the possibility of being able to gain access to an area of limited access without being exposed to risks against body and life plays a major role. The only options that seem feasible to me are those of an officiant who arrives either to care for his dead forbear (namely, an ancestor) or to play the role of Horus for Osiris.106
My second example is a spell concerning passing the gates (BD 145). Only the first portal out of this long spell is cited as an example. It must be noted that here purity connected with knowledge is essential, i.e., besides the correct purity and appropriate clothing, knowledge of the names of the door and the guardian is required. The assumption that this text is intended primarily for the ritualist is confirmed first by the introductory formula found in the most detailed version of the New Kingdom, in the tomb of Senenmut: "You are greeted by Horus"-thus the name is not changed to the name of the specific tomb owner. Second, we can see very clearly how this spell has been incorporated in the Late Period into an Osirian ritual in which the ritualist is definitely the living Horus, who acts for his father Osiris,107 and the destiny of the dead owner of the papyrus is linked to that of Osiris, not of Horus.
As a last example, I would like to cite a text that I might have been expected to treat under the aspect of purity conceptions in a moral sense, namely the well-known scene of the "judgment of the dead" in chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead.108 I will restrict myself to a few sections and will not treat the great confessions, which I regard as sufficiently wellknown.
What is said when reaching the hall of the two tmths. To separate NN from all misdeeds he has done, to see every god face-to-face: "Hail to you, great god, master of the two tmths, I have come to you, my master! May you fetch me that I can see your perfection! I know you, I know your name, I know the names of the 42 gods Who are together with you in the hall of the two tmths, Who live on those belonging to evil,
Who gulp down their blood
On that day of calculating the characters before Wennennefer. Behold, 'the one whose two daughters are his two eyes, lord of tmth' is your name! Behold, I have come to you,
Having fetched Maat and abolished injustice, (a long negative confession follows) I am pure, I am pure, I am pure, I am pure! My purity is the purity of the great Benu-bird who is in Heracleopolis, Because mine is this nose of the master of breath who keeps all people alive, On that day of filling the Udjat-eye in Heliopolis In the second month of the time of sowing at the last day. In front of the master of this land. It is me who sees the filling of the Udjat-eye in Heliopolis. Nothing evil shall happen against me in this country, In this hall of the two truths, Because I know the name of these gods who are in her following the great god. 'Come' says Thot, 'why have you come?' 'I have come here in order to be announced'. 'How is your condition?' 'I am pure of any sin, I have kept away from the strife of those who are in their daily service, I do not belong to them'. 'To whom I shall announce you?' 'To the one whose ceiling is fire, Whose walls are reared Uraei, Whose ground is the flood'. Who is that?' 'That is Osiris'. 'Thus pass by, you are announced! Your bread is the Udjat-eye, Your beer is the Udjat-eye, You will be brought offerings on earth consisting of the Udjat-eye' -thus he says about me.
Postscript
To be performed as it happens in the halls of the two truths. A man shall say this spell being pure and clean, after he has dressed in garments of the channel shore(?), the sandals as white sandals, made-up with malachite, anointed with myrrh of best quality, having sacrificed a fresh cow, poultry, incense, bread, beer and vegetables. Now you do this pattem as a drawing with ochre on the pure ground coated with soil on which no pig or goat has stepped. As for the one on whom this book is performed, he will be *5°J OACHIM FRIEDRICH QUACK prosperous, his children will be prosperous, he will be a confidant of the king and his royal court, he will be given a shenes-bread, a jar with beer, per-sen-bread, a big piece of meat from the altar of the great god, he will not be repelled at all doors in the west. He will be transported together with the kings of Upper and Lower Egypt, he will be in the cortege of Osiris. A true remedy, proven a million times.
The text is of relevance as it is focused on purity. It is explicitly called a ritual for the separation of misdeeds in the title, i.e., the aim is a statement of purity that also eliminates any possible mistakes. Besides purity, knowledge that legitimizes access is also necessary in this case; after finishing the confessions, the candidate has to prove his knowledge of different religious customs and names, of which only one case is included in the translation above. If we detach ourselves from the traditional Egyptological approach, we can see quite well that the actual aim of the spell is to receive a secure supply, on the one hand, and to gain access, on the other hand. The note in the postscript that the ritualist would be a confidant of the king and of his royal court raises the suspicion that we have an original court ritual concerning direct contact, on par with the highest elite, here.
An older source for purity regulations of similar difficulty is to be found in the so-called Book of the Two Ways, which is transmitted on coffins ffom the early Middle Kingdom but which goes back to original priestly rituals in the Osirian and solar domains, in my opinion. At the corresponding position (CT VII 449, d-e), it is said:
If a man sets out to go to the west, then the man shall recite in a purity period of four days and on his fourth day he shall go forth.
If I understand this text correctly (my analysis diverges seriously from most former editors),109 then a purity term of four days of preparation for the ritual is demanded.
In addition, a totally different form of justifying access, this time clearly in a non-funeral field, is to be found in a text that in its first modern edition has been given the rather unfortunate title "Book of Thot"; it is actually a ritual for access to the chamber of darkness.110 The text's main goal is the initiation of a scribe into the arcane secrets. The important section is as follows: [He-spoke-in-Hesrekh] who is worthy to examine you'. The one loving wisdom says: 'I know the taboos which are in the chamber of darkness, I have come free of them. I have turned wine into an abomination for me, I have forgotten the smell of the myrrh. Behold, my dresses are tattered, I am desirous!' He-spoke-in-Hesrekh said: 'The Ibises which are her, their food is tiresome, their life is problematic. They do not satiate themselves with bread, they do not get drunk by wine, they do not anoint themselves with ointment. Their taboo is to mention the name of the sexual intercourse. Arrow demons (?) are what stand at their mouth, and snakes on their lips. Their offerings are dogs, their food is donkeys, their fruits are reptiles. Will you be able to live with those who are in earth holes? What is their way to serve them?' The one loving wisdom said: 'I will wash their writing bowls, I will rinse their writing boards (?), I will wipe off the dust of their boxes. I will fill up the rest, I will light the torch, I will prepare charcoal for the temple houses. I will break the stones (?), I will hug the boxes, I will produce [...] . I will receive the boxes (?), I will rush on the voice, I will open [the doors(?)]. I will carry the writing rolls on the way behind them, I will [...]' Some of these taboos are similar to the purity instructions in rituals, especially the avoidance of contact with women. In general, however, they quite dehnitely concern mortifications, demonstrating a conscious abstention from the conveniences of life. In some points, especially with regard to tattered clothes and abstention from ointment and scents, they create a state diametrically opposed to the normal concept of purity.
Advice concerning the necessity of purity is quite common in GrecoEgyptian magical papyri, which are partly demotic but mostly transmitted in Greek. These certainly concern a living ritualist, and in view of the aims of the rituals, they were used outside the normal temple cult establishment. They very often emphasize that the question of purity is crucial for the efficacy of the ritual.111 Where they become explicit, the concrete points are similar to the older Egyptian texts, as well as to the Book of the Dead postscripts and the access texts of the Greco-Roman temple: sexual taboo, no food from pig and fish, pure garments and ritual implements.
The most common time span for purity terms is three days, sometimes seven. Much more complex is the ritual in the eighth Book of Moses, which requires a preparation period of 41 days. It should be noted that these instructions appear with rituals concerning not an urgent crisis but predictable situations, especially divination rituals.
Final Remarks
Purity in Egypt has a delimiting function-certain rooms and persons are only accessible if their requirements have been fulfilled; certain social groups, especially priests, assert themselves through them. At the same time, however, it is also a limited matter. Most purity instructions are only valid for a certain period and in a certain situation and do not have to be kept permanently.
A possible differentiation of purity in the physical and the moral sense hardly seems possible.112 Normally, in the text of a ritual, the physical aspect is more strongly emphasized, but the material presented here demonstrates well that the moral aspect is attached seamlessly.
